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The thrush alone declares the immortal wealth and vigor that is

in the forest. Here is a bird in whose strain the story is told,

though Nature waited for the science of aesthetics to discover it to

man. Whenever a man hears it, he is young, and Nature is in her
spring. Most other birds sing from the level of my ordinary cheer-
ful hours-a carol; but this bird never fails to speak to me out of
an ether purer than that I breathe, of immortal beauty and vigor.
He deepens the significance of all things seen in the light of his
strain. He sings to make men take higher and truer views of things.
He sings to amend their institutions; to relieve the slave on the
plantation and the prisoner in his dungeon, the slave in the house
of luxury and the prisoner of his own low thoughts.
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The Thoreau Foundation, Inc. is a small non-profit public
organization formed in 1966 by Concordians who believed that there
should be a Thoreau Center in the town where the author-naturalist-
philosopher was born and died.

The Thoreau Lyceum is that Center. Its headquarters are in a

19th century shingled house on the southern extension of Belknap
Street next to the lot on which the Thoreau family's "Texas House"

stood. The building houses a small museum area with displays of

Thoreau memorabilia including one of his desks, the Ricketson bust,

original survey maps, lead pencils made in the family business,
Indian artifacts, maps and photographs. A replica of the Walden
House has been built behind the Lyceum.

Membership in the Lyceum is open to the public. Its privileges
include free admission to the buildings for members and guests, use

of the research library and a subscription to The Concord Saunterer ,

a quarterly publication to which scholarly articles are contributed.
Booklists of titles carried in the small specialized Thoreau Book
Shop and membership applications may be had by writing:

Mrs. Thomas W. McGrath, Curator
The Thoreau Lyceum
156 Belknap Street
Concord, Massachusetts 01742

EDITORIAL POLICY

The Saunterer welcomes from its readers, to be considered for
publication in its pages, short articles or notes of historical

,

biographical, or bibliographical content. Limitations of space
will not permit us to publish in the future articles that are
essentially of an appreciative or personal nature. Publication of
poetry will be limited to texts of historical significance. Brief
book reviews are welcome. Because critical articles generally
require more space for exposition than it is practical for the
Saunterer to provide, literary studies should be brief and sharply
focused on particular texts and sources. All articles submitted
will be reviewed by the editor and at least one other member of
the editorial board. Unpublished articles will be returned to

their authors.



HENRY THOREAU TO ELLEN EMERSON

The Thoreau Lyceum has recently been given, by Mrs. Raymond

Emerson and her son David, an original letter from Henry Thoreau to

Ellen Emerson. Written in July, 1849, from Concord to Staten

Island, where 10 year old Ellen was visiting her Uncle William, it

is a perfect example of Thoreau' s feeling for and understanding of

children. Having suffered home-sickness himself when visiting the

same island in 1943, he knew just what to say to a little girl far

away from home. Walter Harding tells us that, of all the Thoreau

letters he has read, this is the one he would like most to own.

We are of the same opinion and wish to express here our appreciation

and gratitude to the Emersons for their generosity. The letter

follows:

Concord July 31st 1849

Dear Ellen,

I think that we are pretty well acquainted, though we
never had any \zery long talks. We have had a good many
short talks, at any rate. Dont you remember how we used
to despatch our breakfast two winters ago, as soon as Eddy

could get on his feeding tire, which was not always remem-
bered, before the rest of the household had come down?
Dont you remember our wise criticisms on the pictures in

the portfolio and the Turkish book with Eddy and Edith

looking on, -how almost any pictures answered our purpose,
and we went through the Penny Magazine, first from begin-
ning to end, and then from end to beginning, and Eddy
stared just as much the second time as the first, and
Edith thought that we turned over too soon, and that there
were some things that she had not seen-? I can guess
pretty well what interests you, and what you think about.
Indeed I am interested in pretty much the same things
myself. I suppose you think that persons who are as old
as your father and myself are always thinking about very

grave things, but I know that we are meditating the same
old themes that we did when we were ten years old, only
we go more gravely about it. You love to write or to

read a fairy story and that is what you will always like

to do, in some form or other. By and by you will discover
that you want what are called the necessaries of life only

that you may realize some such dream.

Eddy has got him a fish-pole and line with a pin-hook
at the end, which he flourishes over the dry ground and
the carpet at the risk of tearing out our eyes; but when
I told him that he must have a cork and a sinker, his

mother took off the pin and tied on a cork instead; but
he doubts that it will catch fish as well. He tells me



that he is five years old. Indeed I was present at the

celebration of his birthday lately, and supplied the

company with onion and squash pipes, and rhubarb whistles,
which is the most I can do on such occasions. Little
Sammy Hoar blowed them most successfully, and made the

loudest noise, though it almost strained his eyes out to

do it. Edith is full of spirits. When she come home

from school, she goes hop skip and jump down into the

field to pick berries, currants, gooseberries, raspberries,
and thimbleberries; if there is one of these that has

thoughts of changing its hue by to-morrow morning, I guess
that Edith knows someting about it and will consign it to

her basket for Grandmamma.

Children may now be seen going a-berrying in all

directions. The white-! i Hies are in blossom, and the

john'swort and goldenrod are beginning to come out. Old
people say that we have not had so warm a summer for thirty
years. Several persons have died in consequence of the

heat, -Mr. Kendal, perhaps, for one. The Irishmen on the
railroad were obliged to leave off their work for several
days, and the farmers left their fields, and sought the
shade. William Brown of the poor house is dead, -the one
who used to ask for a cent-"Give me a cent?" I wonder
who will have his cents now'.

I found a nice penknife on the bank of the river this

afternoon, which was probably lost by some villager who
went there to bathe lately. Yesterday I found a nice

arrowhead, which was lost some time before by an Indian

who was hunting there. The knife was a \/ery little rusted;

the arrowhead was not rusted at all.

You must see the sun rise out of the ocean before you
come home. I think that Long Island will not be in the

way, if you climb to .the top of the hi 11 -at least, no more
than Bolster Island, and Pillow Hill and even the Lowlands
of Never-get-up are elsewhere.

Do not think that you must write to me because I have
written to you. It does not follow at all. You would not
naturally make so long a speech to me here in a month as a

letter would be. Yet if sometime it should be perfectly
easy, and pleasant to you, I shall be yery glad to have a

sentence

Your old acquaintance

Henry Thoreau



"STRAIGHT INTO HEAVEN": ANOTHER WORD ON THOREAU'S FINAL DAYS

by Francis B. Dedmond

If one accepts without question the statements of friends and
relatives concerning Thoreau's going "gentle into that good night"
of death (and there is no reason that I know of why we should not),
then perhaps few things in his life "became him like the leaving of
it." Even with the end near, Thoreau maintained a cheerful dispo-
sition, assuring Bronson Alcott that he would "leave the world with-

out regret" and Edmund Hosmer that, although this was "a beautiful
world," he would "see a fairer." (Harding, Days , p. 462.)

Sister Sophia could not refrain from telling others of the
beauty of Henry's final days. For instance, she wrote to Daniel

Ricketson on May 20, 1862, a fortnight after Henry's translation,
that

Henry was never affected, never reached by [his ill-

ness]. I never before saw such a manifestation of the

power of spirit over matter. ^Jery often I have heard him
tell his visitors that he enjoyed existence as well as

ever. He remarked to me that there was as much comfort
in perfect disease as in perfect health, the mind always
conforming to the condition of the body

During his long illness I never heard a murmur
escape him, or the slightest wish expressed to remain
with us; his perfect contentment was truly wonderful
(Harding, Days , p. 464.)

Sophia, shortly after Henry's death, also told Mrs. Horace
Mann, Sr., of Henry's best and last battle, and Mrs. Mann, in turn,
wrote her sister Mrs. Nathaniel Hawthorne about it. A portion of
that letter is, so far as I know, here reprinted for the first time
It originally appeared in a Frank Sanborn note in the Bibliophile
Society's limited edition of Thoreau's Sir Walter Raleigh , edited
by Henry Aiken Metcalf and published in Boston in 1905.

[May ?, 1862]
I was made very happy to-day by seeing Miss Thoreau, whose

brother died such a happy, peaceful death, --leaving them all so

fully possessed of his faith in the Immortal Life that they seem
almost to have entered it with him. They said, they never could be

sad in his presence for a moment; he had been the happiest person
they had ever known, all through his life, and was just as happy
in the presence of death. This is the more remarkable, as he was
still in the prime of life, with a vivid sense of its enjoyments.
But he was nearer to the heart of Nature than most men. Sophia
said to-day that he once told her when looking at a pressed flower
that he had walked 10,000 miles to verify the day on which that
flower bloomed. It grew four miles from his home, and he walked
there every day in the season of it for many years He seemed
to walk straight into Heaven. It is animating and inspiring to



see a great or a good man take that last step with his thoughts
about him, and intent upon the two worlds whose connection he sees
with the clairvoyance that death gives. I know it well, and I

could fully sympathize in her sense of her brother's continued
presence. Death is not the word to use for such a transit, --but
more life, --for which we as yet have no word. (pp. 103-104)

ON THE ORIGIN OF THE TOWN NAME OF CONCORD
AS RECORDED BY THOREAU IN HIS INDIAN BOOKS

Extracted by Richard Fleck

The following extract was made by Thoreau sometime in the late

1850's and is from Edward Johnson's HISTORY OF NEW ENGLAND (London,
1654). I cannot help but think Thoreau must have been somewhat
irritated as he recorded this bit of information in his Indian Note-

books or Indian Books. Surely by the late 1850's he had liberated
himself from his earlier savagist notions:

Concord the 12th Church.
The reason he gives for this town being called

Concord is all because--"are none so barbarously bent
(under the Wattacusetts especially) but with a new plan-
tation they ordinarily gather into church-fellowship, so

that pastors & people suffer the inconveniences together,"--
"This town is seated upon a fair fresh river, whose

rivulets are filled with fresh marsh, & her streams with
fish, it being a branch of that large river of Merrimeck.
Allwifes & shad in their season come up to this town, but

salmon & daice cannot come up, by reason of the rocky
falles, which causeth their meadows to be much covered
with water, the which these people together with their
neighbor town have several times essayed to cut through
but cannot, & c." "This town was more populated once than

now it is"--The number of families at present are about
'50, their buildings are conveniently placed chiefly in one

straight stream under a sunny bank, in a low level, their
herd of great cattell are about 300."

1

—VII, 315, Ind. Bks.'

The. information which follows the origin of Concord's name counter-
balances with its pleasing natural descriptions reminiscent of
Thoreau' s own writing. Perhaps Thoreau hoped that the wonderful
streams, marshes and meadows of Concord would Wattacusetts ize the

•new people.

Permission to quote from Thoreau's Indian Books has been granted
by the Pierpont Morgan Library and is gratefully appreciated.



HENRY DAVID THOREAU AND FELICIA DOROTHEA HEMANS

by Carol ine Moseley

Mrs. Felicia Dorothea Hemans (1793-1835), known as "the British
Nightingale," was a poet whose works were extremely popular in both

England and the United States during the mid-nineteenth century.
Her fame was substantial enough for Wordsworth to celebrate her in

an elegy along with Scott, Coleridge, Lamb, and CrabbeJ She was

also highly regarded on this side of the Atlantic. Mrs. Lydia
Sigourney, herself "the Sweet Singer of Hartford," declared that

Hemans 1 works were known and loved "from the sounding shores of the

Atlantic, to the lone wilds of the Oregon, where the red man

wanders ."^

The Indians probably were not, in fact, aware of Mrs. Hemans,

but most other Americans were. Her verse, infused with lofty sen-
timent, Christian piety, and moral edification, was bought, read,
and memorized by a devoted public. One editor accorded her "a

divine dignity, unsurpassed even by the grandeur of Milton. "3

Another critic proclaimed that such as Mrs. Hemans are "instruments
of the invisible operations of the Spirit of God."4 Her poem, "The

Landing of the Pilgrim Fathers in New England," was a standard
declamation piece through the century. It yielded pride of place
only to her own "Casabianca" ("The boy stood on the burning deck...")

Felicia Dorothea Hemans was born Felicia Dorothea Browne, in

Liverpool. According to the Memoir written by her sister, Harriet,
Felicia was "distinguished, almost from her cradle, by extreme
beauty and precocious talents." Her literary bent was soon obvious:
"One of her earliest tastes was a passion for Shakespeare, which
she read, as her choicest recreation, at six years old." 5 Felicia
married Capt. Alfred Hemans, and the coup*le had five children in

six years. She was then deserted by her husband, thus receiving
the "infusion of sorrow' which her contemporaries thought necessary
to the creation of poetry. Writing became the means to provide for
her family, while her own mother cared for home and children.
Wordsworth notes, with some asperity, that Felicia herself was
"totally ignorant of housewifery, and could as easily have managed
the spear of Minerva as her needle... I purposely directed her

attention to household economy," but "Mrs. Hemans, not in the least
suspecting my drift," paid no attention.

Wordsworth says, truly, "Mrs. Hemans was unfortunate as a

poetess in being obliged by circumstances to write for money, and

that so frequently and so much, that she was compelled to look out
for subjects wherever she could find them, and to write as expedi-
tiously as possible. "^ She produced twenty-four volumes of verse
during her short forty- two years. Her first poetry was composed at

age six, her last was dictated from her deathbed; she tried, in all

these poems, to accomplish "my true task - to enlarge the sphere of

sacred poetry , and extend its influence." 8

Mrs. Felicia Dorothea Hemans does not seem a poet, nor a per-
son, likely to appeal to Henry David Thoreau; yet, he displayed
considerable interest in her works. He owned The Poetical Works of



1 icia Hemans, and in his library it shared a shelf with
English poets such as Milton, Keats, Shelley, Wordsworth, and
Shakespeare. Hemans is the only English poet represented in Tho-
reau's library collection who is not known today.

9

William El lery Channing mentions "Mrs. Hemans 's 'Pilgrim
Fathers'" as one of Thoreau's "favorite songs. "^ He means "The
Landing of the Pilgrim Fathers in New England," which was set to

music by Mrs. Hemans' sister, Harriet Browne, and published in

1830 under the title, "The Pilgrim Fathers."
Mrs. Hemans, working much as Wordsworth said she did, composed

this work "in the glow of a burst of admiration, immediately
awakened by the chance perusal of a part of some Plymouth Oration
(as it seemed to be) which she found on a scrap of old newspaper."'

'

The poem, familiar to all schoolchildren of its day, begins:

The breaking waves dash'd high
On a stern and rock-bound coast,

And the woods against a stormy sky
Their giant branches toss'd;

It describes the noble landscape, the dauntless pilgrims as "Amidst

the storm they sang," and concludes:

Ay, cal 1 it holy ground,

The soil where first they trode.

They have left unstain'd what there they found-
Freedom to worship God J 2

This poem is considerably less sentimental and diffuse than
most of Hemans 1 works, and offers much which might have recommended
it to Thoreau. The "wild New England shore," the "rocking pines of
the forest," the pilgrim music which echoed through the woods, men
and women who "sought a faith's pure shrine" - even if their faith
was not his faith - these are all elements which would appeal to

Thoreau. Add to these, the stirring melody composed by Miss Browne,
and Thoreau's interest in the song is understandable.

In addition to owning •Hemans' Works , and enjoying her "Pilgrim
Fathers," Thoreau included a reference to her in his literary note-
book. His entry is:

To Music

Therefore a current of sadness deep -,

^
Through the streams of thy triumph is heard to sweep.

The correct title of the poem is "The Voice of Music," and the sec-
ond of the quoted lines should read: "Through the stream of thy
triumphs..." The poem begins:

Whence is the might of thy master-spell?
Speak to me, voice of sweet sound! and tell

How canst thou wake, by one gentle breath,
Passionate visions of love and death?



It goes on to describe the power of music to evoke "Words and low

tones from the days gone by-" and to stir "Fountains of sorrow,"
it suggests that this response to music indicates our higher
nature:

Yet speak to me still, though thy tones be fraught
With vain remembrance and troubled thought;
Speak! for thou tellest my soul that its birth
Links it with regions more bright than earth J 4

The melancholy tone here, the conception of music as a special

language which speaks of, and to our spiritual nature - these sen-

timents could be Thoreau's. He says: "There are in music such

strains as far surpass any faith in the loftiness of man's destiny.
He must be \/ery sad before he can comprehend them." Music, he says,

comes "through a vale of sadness to man." But, when he hears music,
"It lifts me up above all the dust and mire of the universe."^

Henry David Thoreau and Felicia Dorothea Hemans are in most
respects a world apart. Thoreau certainly did not share Hemans'
Christian piety, nor could he have responded \/ery favorably to most
of her elaborate and sentimental versification. He did, perhaps,
recognize in her attitudes toward nature, freedom, and the power of

music, views similar to his own.

Ralph Waldo Emerson may have explained such an affinity as well

as it can be explained. He wrote to Aunt Mary Moody Emerson, recom-
mending some of Mrs. Hemans' "fine verses." He concludes: "But it

is idle to theorize respecting poetry. I suppose all inquirers must
at last acquiesce in the opinion that its charm is inscrutable.""'^
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SPECIAL WALDEN EXHIBIT AT LYCEUM

The special summer exhibit at the Lyceum is the work of Merlene A.

Ogden, professor of English and assistant dean in the College of

Arts and Sciences at Andrews University in Berrien Springs, Michi-

gan. Titled simply "Walden" it consists of 42 photographs, most of

which were taken in the Concord area. Beautifully mounted, each

picture carries the appropriate quotation from Walden . Visitors
who remember Dr. Ogden 's Cape Cod exhibit last year will be even
more pleased with the new show.

S.O.P.

The cry is not "Save our Shop," but "Save our Plaque." In the mid-

1960s, thanks to the generosity of Ohioan Samuel Wellman, the

Thoreau Society placed bronze plaques at the site of Thoreau's
birthplace, the pencil factory on Belknap Street, the house at the

pond and the jail where Thoreau spent the night. The first two are
still in place, the third, which was stolen temporarily and badly
dented, has been retired, and the fourth is being housed, at present,
in the Town Barn. A granite base, to which the jail site marker can
be bolted, has been designed and all that is needed is the where-
withal to pay for it. The Thoreau Society has donated $150 and the
Lyceum, $50. The question is: are there Thoreauvians who will make
up the $200 needed for the job? Checks in any amount should be
marked "Jail site" and sent to the Lyceum. A report will be made at
the July meeting and, if there are still funds lacking, the hat will
be passed until the goal is reached.

8



BEANS, BAKED AND HALF-BAKED (8) Thomas Blanding

("I was determined to know beans." --Thoreau)

Thoreau may have come by his inclination to travel a good deal

in Concord during impressionable years. Young David Henry's father

trailed a parcel of vain business strivings that regularly routed the

Thoreau family from house to house. They lived under a dozen roofs

during Henry's forty- four years, and he added five more roofs for

good measure: Harvard College, Orestes Brownson's in Canton, Mr.

Emerson's, Emerson's brother William's "Snuggery" on Staten Island,

and the hermitage at Walden Pond. No doubt about it--Thoreau 's life

was, in every sense, a moving experience.
But 1844 was a watershed year for the family. By then, Mr.

Thoreau had eked out enough capital or credit manufacturing lead

pencils to build his own house, the so-called Texas House near the

cattleshow grounds in Concord. Soon, prospects turned to prosperity.

While Henry bided his time between Staten Island and Walden Pond,

father and son built a better pencil, and the world beat a path to

their factory door. Another path led to Mrs. Thoreau 's boarding

house, for she spread the best table and the worst gossip in Concord.

The Texas House burgeoned with businessmen, boarders, transient
reformers, and a brood of spinsters. No wonder Henry promptly raised
another roof a mi le-and-a-quarter from the village.

Henry came home again, by way of Walden and the Emerson's, in

1848, but Mrs. Thoreau meanwhile had grown weary of the Texas hinter-
land and yearned for the traffic and trappings of the town thorough-
fare. John Thoreau cast about for a house to fit her ambitions, and
finally settled on a yellow frame one at 73 (now 225) Main Street.

Located about midway between the river and the depot, Henry may have

considered it well-placed for flight. But mostly he suspected it mis-

placed as a symbol of their prosperity. "The cost of a thing," he

said, "is the amount of what I will call life which is required to be

exchanged for it, immediately or in the long run." The Yellow House
cost $1,450 immediately and eleven-months' renovation in the long run

before Thoreau warily moved in with his parents, sister, aunts, and
two hired Irish girls on August 29, 1850.

In the longer run, though, Thoreau fancied the exchange. He

especially liked his garret study where he lived by his own rule that

the spiders must not be disturbed. He enjoyed too its broad grounds
for gardens and orchard trees, its proximity to the river, and its

central ity as a point of departure for cross-lot excursions. Earlier,

he had written in his draft of Walden, "I intend to build me a house

which will surpass any on the main street in Concord in grandeur and

luxury, as soon as it pleases me as much and will cost me no more than

the present one." Why think longer of building such a house on Main
Street or anywhere else? The present one cost no more of what he

called life than he was willing to exchange for it. For twelve years
Thoreau lived in the Yellow House, and his love for it grew like corn

in the night.

As the family's lot grew, so did the house's. Early in 1857 John
Thoreau bought an adjacent piece of land from Julius Smith. Soon he

enlisted his son to survey and plot it. The resultant map appears as
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the center spread in this Concord Saunterer (reproduced from the

original with the kind permission of the Pierpont Morgan Library).
It bears the date March 30, 1857, and amplifies the original plan
Thoreau drew on May 25, 1850. Marcia Moss includes the latter in
A Catalog of Thoreau 's Surveys in the Concord Free Public Library
(Thoreau Society Booklet 28), and she informs me that the Concord
Library owns a manuscript describing the land bought from Julius
Smith. The acquired lot, overwritten with the word "

this " on the

map, lies east of the long, broken, diagonal line that grazes the

pencil -factory ell of the house. Later, as the face of the lot
changed, Thoreau added new features in pencil. These include the
fence he built on May 2, 1857, between the new property and Mrs.

Richardson's land, and the dozen apple trees aisling the grounds.
Farthest from the Yellow House, Thoreau set an affectionate reminder:
"my Baldwin from Texas." He must have perambulated the new bounds
with particular pleasure and felt more than ever the monarch of
all he surveyed.

After the death of Sophia Thoreau in Bangor, Maine, in

October 1876, the Yellow House passed to another literary dynasty,

the Alcotts. Even a few years earlier, when Sophia joined her Aunt
Maria in Bangor to live out her years with her cousins, the Lowells
and the Thatchers, she leased the Concord house to Frank Sanborn
and his wife. Yankee horse trading began early in 1877. George
Thatcher acted as executor of Sophia's estate; Louisa May Alcott
bargained for her family, thinking to establish her sister Anna
in the house. The following letters are reproduced through the

courtesy of the Pierpont Morgan Library (RV Autographs Misc.
American, MA 2588 and MA 2111):

Concord Mar. 6th [1877]

Mr. Thatcher.

Dear Sir.

I find on consulting various Concord men who know
the worth of the Thoreau place that $5000 is considered
a high price. Our lawyer, S. E. Sewall, also thinks
it too much, as the taxes upon it seem to show that it

is not so valuable a property as we thought it.

Real estate is so low just now that prices are
expected to fall also, & we will offer $4500 for the
place.

On examining the house we find it needs considerable
repairing; several ceilings must be done over & some
painting is necessary as we do not want to buy a shabby
house.

12



I do not know whether Mr Sanborn is expected to

do this or the owners before selling it.

Awaiting your reply I am

respectful ly yours

L. M. Alcott.

P.S. If you are in Boston & will call at No. 5

Pemberton Sq . Mr. Sewall will be glad to see you

about the matter.

Mail moved quickly a hundred years ago. Thatcher replied the next

day:

Bangor March 7. 1877.

Miss L M Alcott

Concord Mass. Yours of the 6th came to hand this
morning. I do not fully understand your offer. The
owners will not think it advisable to to [ sic J make any
repairs whether sold to you or other parties & i n my
making the offer at $5000 I expected that the property
would be transferred in its present condition. I feel

that the offer made you was a fair one & that the favor-

able change which has occurred since in the State of the
Country will be likely to increase the value rather than
diminish it. Still, altho' I have had an application
from a Boston party since I saw you (to whom I replied
that I could not negotiate with them until after the

10th inst.) by consultation with the owners I am

authorized to write requesting that you make a definite
offer to take the property in its present condition
viz. the amount you will pay and the terms of payment.

If it is any object to you to pay in part say $2000
or 2500 cash and the balance in 1 & 2 years with inter-

est at 6% secured by mortgage we will do so.

We wish to close the affairs of the estate as

tate [sic] as soon as we can properly & therefore made
you the offer at what we deemed a low figure. Still

if you make up your mind to offer the $4500 making
your own repairs & will write me at once, I will give
you a deaded [sic] answer pro or con on receiving your
letter.

\lery truly [yours?]

Geo S Thatcher

Ex of Estate of

Sophia E Thoreau
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Louisa jotted the following memorandum on Thatcher's letter sheet,
apparently the day she received it:

I answered by offering $4,500 without any repairs,
& I think we will take it. People already congratulate
us on our purchase.

L. M. A.

5. P.M.

Her father concludes the story in his diary on May 28th:

Louisa accompanies me to Boston and completes
the purchase of the "Thoreau House" on Main Street
in Concord for Anna, who purposes taking possession
in July and making it her home hereafter. She pays
for the same, including the garden lot, $4,500, and
esteems herself fortunate in the purchase.

It was a good bargain, but somewhat saddened in the fall by

the death of the family's matriarch. On November 14th, Mrs. Alcott
was moved to Anna's new home, her husband, Louisa, and a nurse going
with her. She died there eleven days later. During their brief
watch, the Alcotts discovered that more than memories of the Thoreaus
haunted their house. Mrs. Thoreau, or rather her ghost, appeared
twice, to Louisa and the nurse. But that is another story--to be

told when the spirit of the Yellow House moves me.

<£ PERRY PICTURES.

THOREAU'S HOME, CONCORD, MASSACHUSETTS.



"OF EARTH, STONE, WOOD, SNOW

by Barbara Sarkesian

"From the weak and flimsy periods of the politician and liter-

ary man, we are glad to turn even to the description of work, the

simple record of the month's labor in the farmer's almanac, to

restore our tone and spirits."

(A Week on the Concord and Merrimack Rivers , "Sunday"

)

Recently, in a secondhand bookstore, I discovered an old

ledger sandwiched in between German Made Simple and a paperback of

Forever Amber. About seven by nine inches, with a marbled brown
cover and yellowed, musty-smell i ng pages, a quick glance revealed
that it was filled with careful, itemized records.

Spotting mention of two of my neighboring towns, I decided to

buy the book, if only for a conversation piece. I handed it to

the dealer. He flipped through the brittle pages impassively, then
handed it back to me saying: "You can have it for nothing." Later
at home I realized that what had been given to me "for nothing" was
the ledger of Welcome Allen Shippee of Glocester, Rhode Island -

the complete record of a man's working life.

"If he has worked hard from morning till night, though he may
have grieved that he could not be watching the train of his

thoughts during that time, yet the few hasty lines which at evening
record his day's experience will be more musical and true than his

freest but idle fancy could have furnished."

(A Week, "Sunday")

Strong, neat writing of the first entry in the ledger -

January 3, 1834 (when Thoreau was a student at Harvard) - gradually
gives way to a nearly illegible hand on the last - April 17, 1870

(eight years after Thoreau's death.) In between lies a farmer-
laborer's record of work, although "toil" seems a more appropriate
word, along with the names of those for whom he toiled and the
wages that he received.

"We are often struck by the force and precision of style to

which hard-working men, unpracticed in writing, easily attain when
required to make the effort. As if plainness and vigor and sin-
cerity, the ornaments of style, were better learned on the farm and
in the workshop than in the schools. The sentences written by such
rude hands are nervous and tough, like hardened thongs, the sinews
of the deer, or the roots of the pine."

(A Week, "Sunday")

Looking carefully at Welcome Allen Shippee's record we find:
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"One day plowing - $1.17," "one day moing brush - 75<£," "one

days work of self and oxen - $1.25," "one day bilding wall - $1.00,'

"one day drawing plank from mill - 75<£," "two days shingling -

$1.17," "work for 7 months @ $12 per month," "carting 1 cask lime
- 75c," "cradleing acre of wheat - 50<t," "cleaning cider house -

75c," "butchering one ox - 25£." Also mentioned often are "setting
trees," "dressing turkey," and "husking corn."

"What noble work is plowing, with the broad and solid earth
for material, the ox for fellow-laborer, and the simple but effi-

cient plow for tool!" ( Journal , March 28, 1857)

"Great thoughts hallow any labor. Today I earned seventy-
five cents heaving manure out of a pen, and made a good bargain
of it." ( Journal , April 20, 1841)

"Can there be any greater reproach than an idle learning?

Learn to split wood, at least." (A Week , "Sunday")

On the surface, the book is simply a ledger. But beyond that,
it piques the curiosity and arouses the imagination as much as any
mystery story. Most importantly, one wonders: Who was Welcome
Allen Shippee?

With a bit of romantic idealism and wistful nostalgia for the

past, one can easily visualize an independent, rough-hewn, but
sensitive character. Someone like George Minott, perhaps, whom
Thoreau described as "the most poetical farmer - who most realizes
to me the poetry of the farmer's life - that I know." ( Journal ,

October 4, 1851) But, most likely, more like Cyrus Hubbard, wh(

Thoreau pictured as "a man of a certain New England probity and

worth, immortal and natural, like a natural product, like the

sweetness of a nut, like the toughness of hickory." ( Journal ,

December 1 , 1856)
—

Finally, one can't help but be intrigued by a comparison of

several important dates in Thoreau 1

s life with the corresponding
dates in Welcome Allen Shippee's ledger. For example:

- On October 22, 1837, the day of the first entry in Thoreau's
Journal , Welcome Allen Shippee recorded: "One days work on Samuel
Stone's roof - $1 .00."

- On July 4, 1845, the day Thoreau moved to Walden Pond:
"Eight ours work for Barney Pray - 43<£."

- On August 9, 1854, the day that Thoreau noted " Walden pub-

lished," Shippee recorded: "Tapping one pair of shoes for Sarah
Drowne - 37(£."

- And, on May 6, 1862, the day of Thoreau's death: "Plowing
Willis Shippee's field - $1.17."

In studying the ledger in detail, it becomes clear that, like
Cyrus Hubbard, Welcome Allen Shippee was, indeed, "moderate,
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natural, true, as if he were made of earth, stone, wood, snow."

(Journal , December 1, 1856) We can only hope that somewhere

along the way he found a measure of happiness - and enjoyment

as well

.

"Yet, after all, the truly efficient laborer will not crowd

his day with work, but will saunter to his task, surrounded by a

wide halo of ease and leisure, and then do but what he loves

best." (A Week, "Sunday")

EMERSON ADDITIONS TO THOREAU'S LIBRARY

by Joel Myerson

Walter Harding lists eight books by Emerson in his Thoreau 's

Library (Charlottesville: University of Virginia Press, 1957) . Of

these, he locates only two, The Method of Nature and Nature at,

respectively, the Concord Free Public Library and Harvard Univer-
sity. I have located four of the remaining six books, and can add

two more titles to the list.

In Mabel Loomis Todd's The Thoreau Family Two Generations Ago
(Berkeley Heights, N.J.: Oriole Press, 1958) , Mil li cent Todd Bing-
ham lists the following volumes given to Mrs. Todd by Sophia
Thoreau: Essays (Boston: James Munroe, 1841), inscribed "Henry D.

Thoreau, from his friend, R.W.E. 19 March 1841"; Poems (Boston:

James Munroe, 1847), inscribed "Henry D. Thoreau from R.W.E. 25

December, 1846"; Nature; Addresses, and Lectures (Boston: James
Munroe, 1849), inscribed "Henry D. Thoreau from R.W.E. 7 September,
1849"; English Traits (Boston: Phillips, Sampson, 1856), inscribed
"Henry D. Thoreau. From the Author"; Essays: Second Series , Third
Edition (Boston: Phillips, Sampson, 1858), signed "Henry D. Thoreau";
and The Conduct of Life (Boston: Ticknor and Fields, 1860), inscribed
"Henry D. Thoreau from the Author. Nov. 6, 1860." In addition,
there is a copy of May-Day and Other Pieces (Boston: Ticknor and
Fields, 1867) inscribed to Sophia Thoreau by Emerson. All of thes
books are now in the Beinecke Rare Book and Manuscript Library of
Yale University.

The new entries to Thoreau 's Library are Engl ish^ Traits and
Essays: Second Series (Harding had listed the 1845 edition) . None
of the books are annotated. However, in Nature; Addresses, and
Lectures pages 229-237--part of "Man the Reformer" --have been ripped
out and inserted at that point is a clipping from an unidentified
newspaper titled "Mr. Emerson on Shakespeare," concerning his Liver-
pool lecture at the Mechanics' Institute (information from Peter
Dzwonkoski). This leaves two books by Emerson known to have been in

Thoreau' s library, Essays: Second Series (1845) and the copy of
Representative Men (1850) sold at the Wakeman sale, to be located.
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THOREAU IN RUSSIA

Ed. Note : The Lyceum recently received a copy of Walden in Russian
as a gift from one of the translators. In return we sent back a

copy of Edward Emerson's book: Henry Thoreau As Remembered By A

Young Friend and asked Mme. Aleksandrova if Thoreau and his writings
were known in Russia. Her answer was so interesting and informative
that we want to share it with Saunterer readers. The list of Tho-
reau 's works published in Russia is on deposit at the Thoreau
Lyceum where it may be seen on request.

Dear Mrs. McGrath,

I thank you for the interesting book on Thoreau. It

came long ago, as well as your letter, but I was away for
quite a while, which is my excuse, I hope, for the delay in

answering.
Your questions I shall answer with pleasure:
In all courses on American literature given at our

universities Thoreau has the place he deserves, as a free
and noble spirit, a wonderful poet of nature and a courage-
ous partisan in the cause of abolitionism. He is so des-
cribed in our Literary Encyclopoedia.

I have had a copy of "Walden" in English since my under-
graduate days. My translation I prepared for Thoreau's
Centenary, 1962.

From the enclosed list you will see that his works, in

excerpts at least, are published in Russia since 1900. You

will see also that my translation of "Walden" is not the

first to appear in Russian. It is, however, thought to be

the most adequate. The 12,000 copies were sold within a

week or two.
Tolstoy was an admirer of Thoreau whom he read in the

original

.

The article appended to my "Walden" is, to my mind,
the best that has been published here on Thoreau. The
author, A. I. Startsev, is an outstanding authority on

American literature.
I take this occasion to wish you and the Thoreau Lyceum

a wery happy New Year.

Sincerely yours,

Zinaida Aleksandrova
Dec. 12, 1976

THOREAU'S WORKS PUBLISHED IN RUSSIA
(English Translations of Russian Titles)

1. Thoreau, H.D., Experiment in Simple Life (by Walden Pond in

America), 1900.



2. Thoreau, Henry David, Philosophy of Natural Life. Selected
Thoughts , translated by I. Nakashidse, Moscow, 1903.

3. Thoreau, Henry, Walden, with a Biographical Sketch by R. W.

Emerson , translated by Boulange". In the series "America's
Great Thinkers". Book I. Moscow, 1910.

4. Thoreau, Henry. "Life Without Principle," New Magazine of Lit-
erature, Art, and Science , 1907, No. 3.

5. Thoreau, Henry David. Walden, or Life in the Woods , translated
by Z. E. Aleksandrova. Appendix: A. I. Startsev, "Henry Thoreau
and his Walden". In the series "Monuments of Literature".
Moscow, 1962. Ed. by the Academy of Sciences of the U.S.S.R.

6. Thoreau, Henry David, "Slavery in Massachusetts," translated by

Z. E. Aleksandrova, Literary Gazette , 12, vii, 1967.

7. Thoreau, H. Two Lyrical Poems. In the volume American Poets ,

translated by M. Zenkevitch, Moscow, 1969.

Book Review for The Concord Saunterer Malcolm M. Ferguson

The Natural Man: A Thoreau Anthology . Compiled by Robert Epstein and

Sherry Phillips. Theosophical Publishing House, Wheaton, 111., 1978,

120 p. paper. $2.50

This is in the tradition of the H.G.0. Blake and the Edwin Way
Teale collections of "Thoughts of Thoreau". While the Theosophical
publishers have done a variety of often interesting things, they
have not brought to bear here the years of enjoyment and selecting
that went into Edwin Way Teale 1

s work. It is almost as if they had
said, "Hey, let's do this," and set out, whereas the Teale book was
clearly the result of years of gathering for his own enjoyment.
This was also the case when C. S. Lewis edited his anthology of quo-
tations from the Scottish writer George MacDonald (who had visited
Emerson in Concord after Thoreau's death), and made the resulting
little book truly outstanding among its kind.

The Natural Man is, nevertheless, a competent collection avail-
able in print at a reasonable price. Its foreword naturally empha-
sizes Thoreau's interest in both Eastern and Western mysticism, a

not difficult thesis to sustain.
Curiously, in Concord's neighboring town, Carlisle, I bought

earlier this month three volumes of Madame Blavatsky by this press
dated in the 1890s. Thus is the sacred water of the Ganges once
again mingled with the pure Walden water.
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Book Review for Th e Con cord Saunterer Errol M. McGuire

Freedom's Holy Light. American Identity and the Future of Theology
By William J. Wolf. (Wakefield, Mass.: Parameter Press, 1977,

Pp. x, 118. $5.35.)

As readers already familiar with Professor Wolf's work would
expect, this book continues the author's earlier efforts to advance
our full appreciation of the religious origins and elements of the
American national experience. No less pervasive and influential for
their being unexamined by the great majority of people, these ele-
ments are in fact directly determinative of many essential qualities
of existence which we have historically experienced as a citizenry
united in a common, multivalent mythic identity. Within its short
compass, the work seeks to address two very large and vital issues:
How are we to understand American identity so as to enhance its full-

est humane meanings for the present and future? And, how can the

development of theology in America, from John Winthrop to A . N.

Whitehead and Langdon Gil key, be seen both to reveal this identity
and to evoke and enunciate the fresh conditions for the growth of

its noblest aspects? The book also answers them--yet with reserve
and balance. We are to locate the quintessence of our identity,
Wolf wants to proclaim, in the historic patterns of vision, high-
mindedness, and self-transcendence represented by three archetypi-
cal figures (whom Martin Marty terms "public theologians")--
Jefferson, Lincoln, and Thoreau. Further, in the realm of creative
and speculative theology, he suggests that we are witnessing the

emergence of an increasingly pluralistic theological orientation
which combines a frank recognition of secularity (as with the theol-

ogies of liberation) with the ecologically centered theories of

process (as in the Whi tehead-Hartshorne-Cobb tradition). To be

fully productive, however, both of these in turn must stand under
the undiminished resources provided by Reinhold Niebuhr's extraor-
dinary prophetic realism.

The book is generally not an original one. The author has

explored many of the same materials in almost identical ways in his

earlier studies. Nor is it without flaws of interpretation; he

underestimates, for example, the egocentrism and chauvinism of indi-

vidual denominational groups in the nineteenth century (p. 33).

Yet one must laud--as Thoreau surely would have done--the ringing
prophetic cal 1 for religious pluralism, the new Christian humanism,
and the more ethically respons "ble national public policy which all

the book's parts are finally called upon to serve,.

The substantive focus of the work is upon the three represen-
tative figures. For Wolf, Jefferson is the symbol of a civic deism
which avoided the pitfalls of European rationalism by relying upon

a highly biblically suffused consciousness. It is precisely this

consciousness, he claims, which has so frequently been ignored.
Lincoln is then said to be almost the sole prophet of a transcendent
conception of theology which does not fall prey to self-serving
civil religions of one sort or another. His was a biblical religion
(and a Calvinist spirituality) more adequate than any offered by the
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Christian churches of the era. His "humanistic values were nurtured
by a rekindled faith in God's sovereignty over the course of Ameri-
can history" (53). Thoreau is even more indispensable in our
present cul tural -rel igious crisis because, in his transcending inter-

ests in genuine mysticism, his social responsibility and iconoclasm,
and his ecological foresight, he offers "a philosophy of wholeness
and commitment which we have yet to match" (63). His "pioneering
orientation to ecological wholeness" (87) in particular continues to

hold out a model of reformation to American theology and to us all.

No significant new material appears in the chapter on Thoreau
not already developed in fuller detail in Wolf's earlier book, al-
though it must be said that his points are worth making, repeatedly
given the deeply religious foundations of Transcendentalism. His

attempts to thematize Thoreau's interests will surely go on troub-
ling those who want to maintain the strictest bonds between his
thought and its immediate historical setting. There is no doubt, I

think, that such a treatment reduces many of the creative ambigui-
ties in Thoreau's reflections, suggests a more didactic, and less
purely aesthetic, orientation to his works than is popular among
unreformed New Critics, and clearly ignores chronological and
developmental aspects of Thoreau's career. At one point, when he
raises the issue of the "social gospel "--a term with a very specific
historical content--Wolf j_s_ downright misleading; he confuses the
social implications of individual conscience with the efficacy and
superiority of the action of social groups to individuals.

Yet in the space he allots himself, Wolf touches very sensi-
tively upon the major spiritual dynamics of Thoreau's thought and
experience. And while this collection of extracts from the saun-
terer has already been placed once before our view, his new and
more encompassing interpretation of its proper location within our
spiritual and cultural history provides us with an even richer sense
of Thoreau's vision and its continuing mythic value. Through him,
Wolf wants to say, we become more fully cognizant of the extraordin-
ary possibilities and responsibilities held out to us by Freedom's
Holy Light.

Geniality, versatility, personal familiarity are, of course,
agreeable in those about us, and seem necessary in human
intercourse, but I did not miss them in Thoreau, who was,
while living, and is still in my recollection and in what he
has left us, such an effectual witness to what is highest
and most precious in life. As I reread his letters from
time to time, which I never tire of doing, I am apt to find
new significance in them, am still warmed and instructed by
them, with more force occasionally than before: so that in
a sense they are still in the mail, have not altogether
reached me yet, and will not probably before I die. They
may well be regarded as addressed to those who can read them
best.

-H.G.O. Blake in a letter to Henry Salt
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EVENTS AND OPPORTUNITIES

FRIDAY At the Lyceum: Sauntering Toward the Holy Land : The
JULY 14 Writing of Thoreau's Last Excursion Essays .

8:30 p.m. The speaker: Thomas Blanding, an editor for The Writ-
ings of Henry D. Thoreau, Princeton University Press.
Reservations should be made in advance since seating
is limited to fifty people.

SATURDAY At the First Parish in Concord: The Annual Meeting of

JULY 15 the Thoreau Society with President Paul 0. Williams of
9:30 a.m. Principia College presiding. The guest speaker will be:

Joel Porte of Harvard University, author of Emerson and
Thoreau : Transcendental ists in Conflict . His topic will

be: '"God himself culminates in the present moment':
Some Thoughts on Thoreau's Faith." The presidential
address will be entitled: "The Influence of Thoreau on

the American Nature Essay."

At 12:15 a luncheon will be served for those holding
tickets. These may be purchased in advance, at $3.75,
from Mrs. Charles D. MacPherson, 46 Nagog Hill Road,
Acton, Mass. 01720. Deadline: July 7.

Following the lunch, from 1:30 to 3, there will be
three alternative programs to choose from: (1) a sym-

posium on "Recent Developments in Thoreau Scholarship"
at the First Parish, (2) a visit to Fruitlands Museum
in Harvard, Mass., and (3) a walk in Thoreau Country
led by Mary Fenn. At 3 p.m. there will be two alterna-
tive programs: (1) a tour of the Thoreau treasures in

the Concord Free Public Library conducted by Marcia

Moss, the Society's archivist, and where there will be

a special exhibit of Sally Dunbar's Thoreau paintings,
and (2) a tour of Sleepy Hollow Cemetery led by Robert
Needham.

At 5 p.m. the Thoreau Lyceum will hold its annual sherry
and autographing party at 156 Belknap Street. This will

be followed by a box supper at 6. Tickets, at $2.50,
must be ordered in advance from the Lyceum by July 7.

The evening program will be held at the First Parish
Vestry at 8 o'clock. Caroline Moseley will present a

program called "Music in the Thoreau Parlor."

SUNDAY At the First Parish Church: Morning Service at which,
JULY 16 instead of a sermon, there will be three talks about
9:30 a.m. Thoreau, given by:

Malcolm Ferguson, Thoreau Lyceum Trustee
Anne Root McGrath, Lyceum Curator
Walter Harding, Secretary, The Thoreau Society
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